
Clue 01
bit.ly/TTMuseum01
Search this room to find 
the item behind glass 
in ‘Sandwell’, between 
a map and ‘Walsall’. 
Cross this item off the 
list.

Let’s Go!
Either click on the links 

in each clue or type the 
link into a browser to 

explore parts of seven 
different museums in 
Google Streetview. 

Identify the artefact in 
the clue and eliminate 

it from Teresa’s list.

Clue 04
bit.ly/TTMuseum04
There’s plenty of 
machinery in here, but 
you’ll also spot five of 
one of the items on 
Teresa’s list. 

Clue 03
bit.ly/TTMuseum03
Eek, looks like some 
people have already 
got their hands on this. 
Spin around to spot 
what’s happening and 
eliminate a list item.

Clue 05
bit.ly/TTMuseum05
Spin yourselves around 
to spot this one. Try not 
to get dizzy. You’ll know 
it when you see it. Cross 
it off!

Clue 02
bit.ly/TTMuseum02
Locate The Sun Inn on 
this street and then 
explore the stables 
down the side. Search 
all around to eliminate 
one of the items of 
Teresa’s list.

Clue 07
bit.ly/TTMuseum07
You need to do some 
clicking to move from 
room to room here! 
Find a women cooking 
scones on an open 
fire. There’s an item on 
top of the cupboard 
behind her.

Clue 06
bit.ly/TTMuseum06
Looks like we’ve sent 
you back to school! 
Zoom out and examine 
your surroundings to 
spot this one.

Museum Puzzle
Treasure Trails

The Missing Artefact
Intrepid explorer Teresa Trayals has been tasked with logging 

the whereabouts of eight artefacts from living museums. 
Seven of them are safe and sound somewhere in a UK 

museum. The eighth is missing. Can you help her track the 
seven down and reveal which one she still needs to find? 

The missing artefact is 
___________________.

The Eight Artefacts:

• Three Mariners sign
• Red fire bucket
• Brass lamp
• Set of jelly moulds
• Navy Leisure Map
• Finneys Seeds sign
• Blue lamp
• Set of wooden games
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